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Long Beach Lawn Bowling Club
1109 Federation Drive - Long Beach, Ca 90804 - (562) 433·9063 ~

Celebrating Our 82nd Year • Founded February 8,1929 c..-

Peter, in his own words is not a
volunteer. He is a non- volunteer.
A non-volunteer is a person who
never officially volunteers, but ends
up doing much of the work. *
As a non-volunteer, he is a busy man.
He is a creative man.
He is currently leading the group in
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Peter Sinclair **
**an effort to create new, low cost scoreboards which are practical and easy for us to build ourselves.

He has engineered an efficient neighborhood newsprint project which pumps out reliably every day,
pounds of newspaper print which he daily separates and carts to the club in order to support our recycling ~
efforts. He serves on the Board of Directors, for which he non-volunteered to be on the ballot. ~
We thank you Peter, and appreciate your non-volunteer habits and how it works to the benefit
of the Long Beach Lawn Bowling Club.
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HeII0 what ~o these members
, have In common?

Herb Glazeroff, Jose' Miller, Frances Riccardi, Jackie Huisman, Jack Strong, Gayle and Milton Merrill,
Jean and Dick Cochran, George and Gloria Godwin, Eileen Lancendorfer, Pat Gonzales?

Each one is helping to host a holiday BBQJPotluck for us.
We will all benefit from their willingness to help.

Sunday, March 18, St Patrick"s day Celebration,
Corned beef sandwiches and Irish pot luck - Pat G.

Sunday, May 27th, Welcome New Members Memorial Weekend
BBQ and Potluck - Herb Glazeroff and Jackie Huisman (new member responsibility)

Sunday, .July 1st, Independence Celebration BBQ and Potluck - Jose' Miller and Frances Riccardi

Sunday, Sept. 2nd, Labor Day BBQ - Gayle and Milton Merrill and Jack Strong

Sunday, Oct (TBA), Halloween Party and Potluck - Jean and Dick Cochran,
George and Gloria Godwin, Eileen Lancendorfer; Frances Riccardi

Will the above listed host, please double check the dates for each event.
We need to be in agreement. THANK YOU for volunteering!
*please note: each event is on a Sunday, and not necessarily on the Holiday date.



CALENDER
MARCHEvents: Upcoming Events:

3/2 Coast League @ Long Beach 4/1 Amador Martinez Triples @ Oxnard
3/3 Vet-Novice Mix or Match Triples @ Santa Anita 4/6 Coast League @ Newport Beach
3/9 Aussie Pairs LBLBCOnly Hosted by the Groves
3/10-3/11 Men Sponsor So Cal Triples @ San Diego 4/8 Easter
3/11 Holmby visitation @ Long Beach 4/14 Women Sponsor: Chris Hyland Triples Women

3/16 Coast League @ Laguna Woods 4/14@ ~/1?~S . S CA Rink M
3/16 Novice Singles Club Round Robin (1st game played) - @ ~ ~)llso~. pO k s en
3/17 Stirrat Mixed Triples @ Santa Ana 4/18 L d' D @a~ e~~ ar
3/18 Don G~o~ich Senior Tri~les @ Sun City 4/20 C~a~~~e:be @~a~aaWoods
3/18 S~.Patnck s Day Celebration 4/21 Australian Pairs @ Riverside

Irish. Pot Luck @ Long B~ach RSVP 4/22 Beckley invitational @ Santa Monica
3/21 Ladles Day @ Santa Amta 4/28 _4/29 Men Sponsor: SW Division Open _
3/24 Women Sp~nsored California Bears Women Pairs @ Santa Anita

@ Santa Anita 4/28 - 4/29 Women Sponsor: SW Division Open -
3/24-3/25 Men Sponsor Murray-Allison Men RinkslFours @ Santa Anita

@ Riverside 4/30 - 5/1 Men Sponsor: SW Division Open
3/31 Carnival @ Long Beach RinkslFours @ Santa Anita

4/30 - 5/1 Women Sponsor: SW Division Open -
Singles @ Santa AnitaPlease visit the www.swlawnbowls.com

for updated information regarding the "Events". Thanks!

Section 13- Factors affecting play
53. Unforeseen incidents
If, during the course of play, the position
of the jack or bowl is altered by the wind,
a storm or any other unforeseen incident,
the skips or opponents in singles should
put the jack or the bowl back to its
former position. If they cannot agree on
the jack's or bowl's former position, they
should declare the
end dead.
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Birthday Name

3/1
3/3
3/9
3/12
3/12
3/19
3/23
3/29

Morris Jolly
Reg Rook
George Hardy
Laurent Despins
George Godwin
..JoelFruehan
Eileen Wood
Jose' Miller

11
2
o
5
10
3
o
11

Mr. Etiquette
Stand well behind the
mat when someone is
bowling - be quiet and keep still.

REMINDER:
Benches are
for ··behinds··
not bags,
or purses
or drinks.
Please be
considerate
to others.

Thank you! page 2



Trophy League
1st Newport Harbor

2nd Alhambra
3rd Laguna Beach
3rd Santa Monica

CLUB WINNERS ~
2012 Southwestern Section ~r~

Winter
League
FINALS

The
Cracker

Jacks (',

Development League
1st Place

Long Beach 1
) 2nd Santa Monica

3rd Laguna Beach
3rd Pomona

Greg Golgart,
Shana Schmoller,
Jackie Huisman,

Richart White

II:
Winter League Finalists from Long Beach

Trophy League LB 1 Development League LB 1 Development League LB 2

••• I 1

Trophy League Alhambra Development League Santa Monica
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by Conrad Melton,
National Umpire in Chief

Answer:
Law 36 speaks to the

position of players
during a game.-It should be committed to memory

by every player. Law 36 is posted
at the end of this document _
(so is Law 35, which Law 36 references). It does not take any special skill to
read the law and figure out what it means. Even so, when discussing position,
the first question is always as above: is it legal for a player to deliver his bowl
then jog to the head while it is "in course"? The answer is conditional:
Yes, if s/he is located anywhere else when their bowl stops moving. It is
legal as long as they run fast enough to get behind the jack before their bowl
stops. Sometimes bowlers just take a few steps towards the head to
"get a better view..." Is this legal? No. Because when the bowl comes to rest
they are neither behind the jack nor a meter behind the jack nor a meter behind
the mat-line. What if a bowler jogs towards the head and just stands about
5 to 10 feet in front of the head watching his bowl (or yelling instructions at
it, as though it was alive and would respond to their words) or providing
"body English." Is this legal? Of course not. They, too, are violating Law 36
which means that Law 35 will apply. In that case, one might ask about the
frequency of punishments imposed on violators of law 36. The answer is seldom,
if at alL Why? For the same reasons that foot faults and talking or moving while
standing in the head are not penalized: to overzealously enforce such laws
would not be in the best interest of the game. Too many people break them too
often, and most of them would react very badly to such official and negative
intervention. Many would become angry and quit. Our beloved game is already
in great peril of vanishing due to the lack of new players. Over-enforcement of
the rules could have a disastrous affect. Does this mean that bowlers may
break the rules whenever they want to? Of course not.
The solution is at the other end of the spectrum: every person who
loves bowls should make a personal commitment to learn and follow every law,
every protocol, and every ethical standard that is part of the game. To love our
game is to play it with honor, integrity, and a profound dedication to cordiality.
These are Bowls' foundation, and every player's solemn personal responsibility.

¥ .
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t~:-~.LAW 36

36. Position of players
36.1 In relation to the rink of play
36.1.1 Players at the mat-end of rink who are not delivering a bowl sbould stand at least one
metre behind the mat
36.1.2 Players at the bead-end of the rink and who are not controlling play should stand:
36.1.2.1 behind the jack if tbey are members of the team which is in possession of the rink;
36.1.2.2 behind the jack and away from the head if they are members of the team which is
not in possession of the rink;
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LAW 36 CONTINUED
36.1.2.3 on the surrounds ofthe green if the jack is in the ditch; or
36.1.2.4 well clear of the head if it is not possible to stand on the surrounds.
36.1.3 As soon as a bowl is delivered, a player who is controlling play from a position that is either level
with or in front of the jack, should take their position as described in law 36.1.2
36.1.4 If a player does not meet the terms of this law, law 35 will apply
36.2. In relation to a neighboring rink.
36.2.1 A player should not go into a neighbouring rink where play is in progress.
36.2.2 A player should neither go into nor walk along a neighboring rink, even
if it is not being used, while an opponent is about to deliver or is actually delivering a bowl.
36.2.3 If the rink of play is an outside rink (see law 5.6), a player should neither go into nor walk
along the section of green that lies between the outside side boundary of the rink and the side ditch while
an opponent is about to deliver or is actually delivering a bowl.
36.2.4 If player does not meet the terms of this law, law 35 will apply.
35. Possession of the rink
35.1 Possession of the rink will belong to the player or team whose bowl is being played.
35.2 As soon as each bowl comes to rest, possession of the rink will transfer to the opposing player or team
after allowing time for marking a toucher as soon as it comes to rest.
35.3 If an umpire, either by their own observation or on appeal by one of the skips or opponents in Singles,
decides that the players in possession of the rink are being interfered with, annoyed or distracted in any way
by their opponents,
35.3.1 the first time this happens the umpire should:
35.3.1.1 warn the offending player, while the skip is present; and,
35.3.2.1 tell the manager or the coach, if they are present, that the player has received a warning.
35.3.2 on each occasion after this, the umpire should have the bowl last played by the offending player
or team declared dead. If that bowl has disturbed the head, the opponent should choose whether to:
35.3.2.1 replace the head;
35.3.2.2 leave the head altered; or
35.3.2.3 declare the end dead.

Conrad Melton
revised 2011 from 2001.

A Special Thanks to all the members who donated
New Rose Bushes, and to all who help plant them!
Bob Sweetland , Candy DeFazio, Ben French,
.Jose' Miller, Gloria Godwin, Pat Gonzales,
Stephanie .Johnson, and Eileen Lancendorfer

Forrefurbushi.,g our draw •••••••
tags 6-pai.,ti.,g the fire ••••••.
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The Wine Counill.
Randy Kemner

Proprietor
(562) 597-8303 (800) 505-5564

Fax (563) 587-9493
2301 Redondo Avenue
Signal Hill, CA 90755

www.thewinecountry.com
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